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COUNTING, THEN RE-COUNTING: NATIONAL STATISTICAL 
REPORTING FROM WITHIN ALMA AND FROM ALMA ANALYTICS
ELUNA 2017 
JULENE JONES JULENE.JONES@UKY.EDU
THIS PRESENTATION: HTTPS://WORKS.BEPRESS.COM/JULENE/25/
ABOUT UK
 Migrated from Voyager to Alma, live in January 2016 
 Unbarcoded collections
 Regional Federal Depository Library
 Special Collections
 Library’s goal for annual statistics: reasonably representative, reliable data
 What I do: report collections-based annual statistics for UK: electronic and print resources;
I am not UK’s Assessment Librarian
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CALENDAR FOR STATISTICS GATHERING
 Sept. 2016: Association of Research Libraries (ARL)
 Early-Oct. 2016: Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET)
 Mid-Oct. 2016: Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries (AAHSL)
 Nov. 2016: Council on East Asian Libraries (CEAL)
 Jan. 2017: Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System – Academic Library Survey 
(IPEDS) (data also used for ACRL)
 Jan. 2017: GPO Partnership Agreement (for one ASERL COE collection)
 Feb. 2017: Preservation Steward (GPO, for both ASERL COE collections)
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PROBLEM WITH ALL STATISTICS:
OUTPUT IS ONLY AS GOOD AS INPUT
IF ONLY DATA IN CATALOG WERE PRISTINE!
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PROBLEM #1: 
PHYSICAL ITEM SUBJECT AREA IN ANALYTICS
 Physical item subject area:
 Expects that items exist in Alma
 Using “Is null” filter does not return results
 Can report about bibs using this subject area if you do not include parameters from 
holding or item-level folders
 Cannot accurately report on items if your collection is not fully barcoded and 
represented in Alma
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A SOLUTION TO PROBLEM #1: 
PHYSICAL ITEM SUBJECT AREA IN ANALYTICS
 Easiest solution: Advanced search in Alma: physical title search with has items = no
 Assume each title retrieved represents at least one volume
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PROBLEM #2:  DIFFERENCE IN CRITERIA OF STATISTICS
Duplicates included?
• ARL: yes
• IPEDS: no
• AAHSL: no
Are print volumes 
reported by specific 
format/language?
• IPEDS: yes
• CEAL: yes, specifically if 
in CJK languages*
Branch libraries reported 
separately?
• IPEDS: no
• ARL: can be, if noted
• AAHSL: on campus vs. 
remote storage
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OUT-OF-THE-BOX INDUSTRY STATISTICS DASHBOARD DOES NOT HELP
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SOME SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEM #2:  DIFFERENCE IN CRITERIA OF 
STATISTICS
To exclude duplicates:
• Analytics
• Use Filter 
COUNT(DISTINCT 
("Bibliographic 
Details"."MMS Id"))
Are print volumes reported 
by specific 
format/language?
• Analytics:
• Include/exclude by
• Bib: resource type
• Holding: location
• Item: material type
• Item: item policy
• Bib: language
Branch libraries reported 
separately?
• Analytics
• Holding: library or 
location
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PROBLEM #3: VOYAGER-MIGRATED-TO-ALMA RELATED OBSERVATIONS
 Loss of granularity: Concept of Owning Libraries + Aggressive combination / deletion of 
~ ½ location codes (this may be UK-specific)
 Suppression of Holdings is not indexed in Analytics 
 Active/inactive barcodes on item records
 Just an observation: Count of e-resources increased substantially with migration!
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SOME SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEM #3: VOYAGER-MIGRATED-TO-ALMA
RELATED OBSERVATIONS
 Owning Libraries: mapped to 901; indexed as one of Local Parameters in Analytics; 
possibly merge using merge rule(s)
 Suppressed Holdings are not indexed in Analytics : Idea Exchange  2017 
enhancement request!
 Active/inactive barcodes on item records: “Extra barcode” in internal note 2 
(advanced search in Alma)
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PROBLEM #4: DIFFERENCE IN CRITERIA OF STATISTICS BETWEEN YEARS
 ARL index changed 2006/2007 from volume count by specific format to titles held
 IPEDS 2015/2016: physical volume to physical title counts, number of physical serial 
volumes and e-serial titles
  Forced to rethink approach to analyses every year
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CLOSING THOUGHTS
 Would love a data dictionary for Analytics!
 Where to find this/more info
 Most of statistics analyses mentioned are saved in the Shared Community folder in 
Analytics: Community/Reports/Institutions/University of Kentucky
 This presentation: Document Repository and https://works.bepress.com/julene/25/
 Email me for UK-specific documents for these agencies (julene.jones@uky.edu)
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MY DOCUMENTATION 
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HOW ABOUT YOUR INSTITUTION?
 UK Assessment Librarian: do not undertake any assessments without having plans to 
use the data!  
 Benchmarking
 Areas of improvement
 Other ideas?
 Accrediting institutions frequently require institutions to document how effectively 
the library supports degree programs  is anyone using their annual statistics data 
to substantiate this?
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